
Chapter 01 

Introduction 

1.1 Background 

Recently. electrical utilities show more interest in utilization of distribution nct\\ork to 

their maximum capacity. Therefore an utility has to opeJ1 many accesses \\hich cause 

heavier and hca\ icr loads on distribution lines. But. economic uncertainties ha\ c made 

most distribution lines and utilities \Try reluctant to expend capital resources for 

network reinforcements and construction of new lines. Jn turn. this has resulted in a 

greater need to operate distribution lines at high currents and at high temperatures than 

initially designed for. Thus the assessment of the impact of these desired increase in 

power trans!Cr capabilit) on rcliabilitv and saiCt\ arc of increased and \ita! 

importance. 

Wind speed and \\ ind direction arc 1\\ o important \\ cather parameters \\ hich af!Cct the 

cooling of the O\ crhcad conductors. Rating practices and assumptions arc \ arying 

from utility to utility. The most of common practice to calculate line rating at highest 

ambient temperature. full solar radiation and ciTccti\c \\ind speed of 0.61m s. 

Nevertheless the IITF/CICJRL sunc) shows that mer the past decade. number of 

utilities has incrementally increased their line ratings by relaxing some of the rating 

assumptions. Some utilities nm\ assume that an ciTcctivc wind speed of 0.9Jmis. or 

ewn higher. 

This dissertation l'ocuscs on the improvement of power transfer limits on existing 

distribution lines\\ ith cflccti\c \\ind cooling. 

1.2 Objcctin 

To carry out an imcstigation for imprmcmcnt of pmvcr trans!Cr limits (mcrloading 

capability) on existing distribution lines\\ ith ciTcctivc wind cooling. 



1.3 Scope of work 

I he scope of this \vork arc given below. 

•!• I mcstigatc conductor rating and collect '' i nd data of several specific areas. 

•!• Find the possibilities to fix a 'v\ind speed to up rate the conductor rating. 

•!• Find the possibility to adopt a nc'v\ rating on probabilistic possibility on 

conductor racing()\ cr temperature. 

•!• To stud: ground clearance violations 'vvhcn operating '-m higher temperatures. 

•!• Possibilities to adopt the nC\\ rating considering related losses. 

1.4 Determination of maximum permissible conductor temperature 

,\s per the IH' Standard 1597-1995171 and 11·:1-.L Standard 738-200616]. maxnnum 

temperature limit is scleetccL 

•!• In order to minimize loss of tensile strength of conductor 

•!• ro keep appropriate clearance 

•!• l~conomical optimization of line loss. or a combination of abo,·e. 
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